
Chest strap Telesin with two sports camera mounts (GP-CGP-T0 Ref: 6972860170008
Chest strap Telesin with two sports camera mounts (GP-CGP-T06)

Telesin chest band with two sports camera mounts
With the Telesin chest band you will capture interesting shots. The product allows you to attach your camera from both the front and the
back.  Made  of  breathable  material  for  long-lasting  comfort,  and  wide  compatibility  makes  the  mount  fit  most  sports  cameras  or
smartphones.
 
Create interesting shots
Do you record  vlogs,  or  maybe you just  like  to  capture  important  moments?  Then the  Telesin  wristband will  come in  handy.  You can
attach the camera to the front or back - the decision is yours. Take it on vacation, kayaking, bike ride, or sleigh ride - the possibilities are
almost endless.
 
Thoughtful design
Another advantage of the Telesin headband is its thoughtful design. It has been made from a flexible and breathable material for more
comfortable use. You can also adjust its length according to your needs (up to 1.8 m max).
 
Compatible
You can attach not  only  a  sports  camera but  also a  smartphone to  the headband.  It  is  compatible  with  devices such as GoPro,  Osmo
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Action, XiaoYi or SJCAM. Record vlogs and vacation footage uninterrupted.
 
Included
strap
screw
universal strap buckle
Brand
Telesin
Model
GP-CGP-T06
Material
PC, lycra
Compatibility
most models of popular sports cameras, e.g. GoPro, Osmo Action, XiaoYi, SJCAM
Maximum chest width
1.8 m
Operating temperature
-20 ℃ - 70 ℃

Preço:

€ 22.00

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Accessories  GoPro
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